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Changing the Product Launch Conversation

Companies often invest more than $70 million when bringing a new product to market.1  

Despite this investment, product launches frequently don’t succeed, with about 75% of retail, 

food, and consumer packaged goods (CPG) products unable to reach $7.5 million in sales 

their first year.2 With over 20,000 new food and beverage SKUs introduced to the market 

each year, the chief obstacles to a successful launch are the logistical, sales, and promotional 

challenges faced when bringing these new products to store shelves.3 To address costly 

operational hiccups and bring greater efficiency to the marketplace, manufacturers and 

retailers have adopted technology solutions like inventory, point-of-sale (POS), and product 

management systems. These responsive solutions have become the big-data backbone for 

product strategists, and connecting them to marketing efforts is the next step in achieving 

product launch success.

Advertising programs that combine inventory and POS data with consumer engagement 

metrics realize greater sales lift and provide valuable cross-team insights. This paper 

shows how coordinating advertising with inventory and POS data not only improves media 

performance but also provides powerful new information for product strategists as well.

MaxPoint is a hyperlocal advertising technology company that uses proprietary neighborhood-

level insights to intelligently expand audience reach and drive in-store sales. MaxPoint has 

analyzed 16 national retail advertising programs run between November 2013 and June 2014 

that used SKU inventory and sales data to drive ad strategy. The programs, executed on 

behalf of major CPG companies, realized average sales lift of 10.1%.4 

The Value of Connecting 
Supply Data to Demand
Companies achieve over 10% sales lift by connecting supply chain data to 
demand when launching new products.

1. Forbes, 2014   2. Harvard Business Review, 2011.   3. United States Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service, 2010.   4. MaxPoint Sales Lift Analyses, 2014.
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Connecting Supply with Demand: The New Opportunity

The big-data world of real-time inventory and sales systems has vastly improved supply chain 

efficiency, revolutionizing the way manufacturers and retailers work together to ship, store, and 

shelve products. Initially, the systems relied on past sales data to drive decisions, but forward-

thinking companies are now using consumer engagement to trigger operational adjustments. 

Consumers, responding to promotions through mobile devices, social media, and location 

beacons, can signal product trends overnight, alerting systems to immediately modify shelf 

display and supply. A shelf-connected supply chain—one that is based on consumer activity 

rather than historic demand—offers new possibilities for retailers and manufacturers to 

engage audiences and respond to their interests. 

In 2013, MaxPoint partnered with RSi and a national beauty brand to study the impact of 

connecting shelf activity with the timing of advertising programs. For this study, MaxPoint 

chose a representative sample of stores that would carry the new product and divided them 

into two groups: those that would stock the product weeks prior to campaign rollout (control 

stores), and those that would begin advertising support at inventory arrival (test stores). 

The stores using the latter, coordinated approach saw 59% greater sales than the stores 

that stocked the product weeks prior to campaign launch (see fig. 1). These control stores 

illustrated the harmful impact of letting new products sit unsupported on store shelves. 

Based on the results, the manufacturer, retailer, and marketer decided to ensure that future 

campaigns “turn on” advertising at the store level the moment of first item scan.

MAXPOINT AD DELIVERY 

When planning a campaign, advertisers 

choose a targeting strategy based on 

their goals. The choices range from 

general audience targeting—which 

casts a wide net but risks wasting 

dollars on uninterested individuals, to 

precision retargeting—which narrows 

delivery to engaged users but is less 

effective for expanding customer base. 

MaxPoint frees advertisers from these 

limits by uniquely optimizing for both 

expansion and precision. MaxPoint’s 

advertising platform leverages 44,000 

proprietary neighborhood-level profiles 

fed by multichannel intelligence. This 

targeting does not rely on cookies, 

but instead is powered by an online 

consumption engine that classifies 

the habits, lifestyle choices, and 

spending patterns of household groups 

nationwide. The interest data, combined 

with other offline sources, allow each 

MaxPoint campaign to reach a new, 

primed audience as well as guarantee 

that interested buyers will receive the 

digital ads. 
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Figure1. How Ad Support and Product Availability Affect Sales Lift

Source: Data from RSi study with MaxPoint, 2013.
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Case Study One:  
Activating Stores in Real Time Increases Sales Lift 

MaxPoint completed a sales lift study for a coffee company’s product launch campaign at 

a top US retailer. The rich media campaign ran for six weeks and the target audience was 

defined as:

 •  Married females aged 30–44;
 •  With household income of $40,000–$70,000;
 •  Interested in on-the-go dining;
 •  Living within an optimized distance of the retailer’s store locations.

MaxPoint located this target audience in specific neighborhoods around the country that 

over-indexed for these characteristics. This list was further filtered by neighborhoods near 

stores showing high historical sales of the brand and its product category. 

As a result of this filtering process, 1,500 potential test stores were identified for the campaign. 

When the advertising program was scheduled to begin, inventory levels showed that only 

600 of the 1,500 stores were shelf-ready, so an automated process was implemented that 

evaluated daily inventory feeds from the retailer. Over the following six weeks, stores were 

added to the campaign the moment the product hit their shelves. This coordination ensured 

that digital ads were served only to households in ideal-profile neighborhoods within an 

optimized distance of a shelf-ready store. Optimization enabled the new product to achieve 

7.7% sales lift across test stores (see fig. 2).

Additionally, connecting inventory, sales, and marketing intelligence allowed campaign results 

to be mined for unexpected and actionable insights that could be applied to future advertising 

programs. For example, the retail stores with the highest lift in response to advertising 

were those that indexed highly for the brand. However, those same stores received only 

medium shelf distribution of the new product, indicating that more product could have been 

WHAT DOES  
SHELF-CONNECTED  
SUPPLY CHAIN MEAN?

When a manufacturer, retailer, and 

sometimes, a wholesaler, work together 

to use sales data to plan product 

distribution and shelf display on the 

store level. Any modifications are then 

based on supply and demand. 
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Source: Data from MaxPoint and RSi online ad campaign—Q4 2013–Q1 2014.
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Figure 2. Test store product lift and corresponding brand lift.
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shelved at these stores to achieve greater sales. This information proved useful for both 

manufacturer and retailer, as it could be used to plan future distribution, promotions, and SKU  

rationalization efforts.

The high brand affinity displayed by the purchasing group was also evidenced by 12.9% lift 

in the brand’s other items at the test stores (see fig. 2). POS results tied to campaign data 

showed this halo effect was consistent across retailer stores, and included normalization for 

factors such as in-store sampling events or unusually high foot traffic.

Tying ad delivery to neighborhoods most receptive to the products as well as POS data 

ensured that consumers saw coupons or promotions only when their local store was ready 

to sell the product. As stores became shelf-ready, they began receiving campaign support 

until all 1,500 stores were supported. Reallocating digital ad delivery during flight to the top 

25% of stores (as defined by sales lift) further optimized returns. This redistribution of ads to 

neighborhoods near shelf-ready, high-performing stores caused the campaign to realize 8.3% 

lift in the last week alone.

Case Study Two: 
Using Data Collaboration for Lift Optimization and Shelf Strategy 

For a product launch, a popular brand partnered with MaxPoint to bring a new healthy-eating 

product to 661 test stores of a major nationwide retailer. The initial target audience was 

defined as being:

 •  Aged 25–54 years old;
 •  With high income;
 •  Interested in healthy eating;

 •  With children living in the home.

MAXPOINT SALES LIFT

Sales lift can be measured in a variety 

of ways. MaxPoint takes a conservative 

approach to make sure that its 

methodology strictly represents the lift 

created by its advertising campaigns 

less any outside factors. To do this, first, 

the ideal store cohort for each campaign 

is identified. This store group is divided 

into test and control stores, with both 

groups equally representing consumer 

behavior. MaxPoint uses the POS data 

to calculate the difference in sales of 

advertised SKUs at test stores and sales 

of advertised SKUs at control stores. 

This is the raw product lift, which is then 

normalized to account for any unusual 

store activity related to promotional 

events or exceptionally high-volume 

traffic due to varying conditions. 

Source: Data from MaxPoint sales lift analysis, 2014.

Figure 3. How campaign sales lift improved with optimization.
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The campaign ran for 41 days and achieved 10.1% sales lift for the new product. Connecting 

inventory and POS data to the areas where ads were served highlighted two key areas of 

optimization and learning.  

The first came from an in-flight, three-phase optimization effort that propelled sales lift higher 

each subsequent week of the campaign. The campaign employed a series of ad creatives, 

each with different messaging. To determine which was most effective, each ad’s success 

was monitored alongside POS data, and it became clear that a specific online ad reading 

“Now on Sale” was driving sales particularly well.

MaxPoint used the POS and engagement data to automatically implement a string of 

optimizations during flight. First, creatives were adjusted to feature the “Now on Sale” 

message whenever applicable. Then, digital ads were further modified to display the local 

store’s sale price for the advertised product. Lastly, advertising was distributed only to target 

areas near higher-performing, shelf-ready stores. These efforts drove customers to stores and 

resulted in 13.8% lift in the last week of the campaign. See figure 3.

The second area of this campaign highlighting the value of data coordination involved 

analyzing sales lift across the product varieties sold by the brand at the retailer’s test stores. 

Major food retailers typically stock over 43,000 SKUs per store, making inventory investment 

and operational hurdles major concerns.5  SKU rationalization, an important tool in inventory 

management, assists store strategists in their assortment choices by weighing the overall 

sales performance and display requirements of each item. This exercise is equally significant 

for manufacturers that must choose which product lines to feature in limited shelf space. 

During the campaign, MaxPoint examined the sales lift of the advertised healthy-eating item 

as well as six other product varieties. Marrying the advertising data with POS analysis resulted 

in two insights. First, the sales momentum created by this campaign also lifted other brand 

product lines, and the respective results could be quantified. Second, any cannibalization 

THE POWER OF INTEREST 
SEGMENTATION

MaxPoint collects data from a variety 

of sources such as page content, user 

location, store location, store sales, and 

offline consumer activity which feed 

its proprietary interest segmentation 

tools. All of this data is categorized into 

layers and operates inside a proprietary 

mapping system that divides the 

country into 44,000 neighborhoods. 

These neighborhood profiles, along with 

the other data layers, are used to create 

detailed audience segments that inform 

campaign targeting. 

 5. Food Marketing Institute, 2013.

Source: Data from MaxPoint sales lift analysis, 2014.

Figure 4. Normalized lift by sub-brand during digital ad support.
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of other variety lines sold by the brand as a result of the healthy-eating promotions could 

be specifically understood (see fig. 4). This insight allowed stakeholders to better optimize 

shelves according to complementary, rather than competing, product lines. 

It’s important for manufacturers and retailers to select an advertising partner that can not 

only produce such insights, but also help seamlessly incorporate them into supply chain, 

product management, and advertising delivery systems. When SKU rationalization decisions 

are powered by a richer, customer-driven data set, sales increase as inventory hiccups are 

reduced and customer loyalty improves. 

Coordinate Inventory and Advertising Strategies for Launch Optimization

Connecting the data network of inventory management with ad delivery at the store level 

increases sales while also improving operations and assortment strategies. When choosing 

media technologies, manufacturers and marketers should use one with the ability to serve 

impressions dynamically, using inventory and POS data feeds with store-level precision. 

Advertising programs that react at the local store level to changes in product momentum, 

shelf presence, and distribution, as well as consumer engagement and activity, to maximize 

consumer spending and drive the greatest possible ROI.

Key Takeaways:

1. Aligning manufacturer with retailer in an advertising program driven by supply  

chain and sales data increases sales while minimizing out-of-stocks and wasted 

ad spend. 

2. Timing matters: Deliver ads to the right neighborhoods near the right store locations 

and get the product on their shelves—all at the right time. Too soon and you drive 

unforgiving consumers to empty stores, too late and you fail to drive demand in 

tune with supply.

3. Tying advertising data to inventory and POS systems benefits not only marketers 

but also operations and product strategists who can use the information, 

such as online coupon engagement by neighborhood, to inform stocking and  

assortment decisions.

4. Learn where you are succeeding in real time, then use that data to reallocate 

impressions to neighborhoods around high-performing, shelf-ready stores.

5. POS data combined with advertising intelligence gives enterprises valuable insights 

into product launch metrics such as halo effect, product cannibalization, and 

category lift.

INVENTORY LEVERS

Retailers have developed sophisticated 

strategies to maximize sales while 

accounting for supply chain operations, 

manufacturer relationships, and 

customer experience. The unique 

insights that advertising data brings to 

POS and product management systems 

can be used not only for improved 

campaign performance, but also to 

optimize back-of-office processes  

such as:6 

• SKU rationalization

• Better precision forecasting

• Optimization of product availability 

• Optimization of order cycles

• Reduction of replenishment  

lead times 

• Decrease of vendor batch sizes

• Monitoring of key performance 

indicators (KPIs)

6. Tata Consultancy Services, 2012.
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Leveraging existing data systems to inform marketing functions is cost effective and ensures 

data accuracy. MaxPoint consistently helps its customers integrate their operational data into 

advertising decisions at the local store level to drive in-store sales. 

If you are interested in learning more about MaxPoint and how you can connect your 

supply chain and demand data to better launch new products, call 800.916.9960 or 

email enterprise@maxpoint.com.
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